
Trips 
Year Six – IMPS 

All – St Mary’s Church 

Art Gallery              
 
             

As Readers and Writers we will study… 
Book Study 

Short extracts from a variety of sources 

Framed – Frank Cottrell Boyce 

13 Artists Children Should Know 

Children’s Book of Art 

Fiction Writing 

Create a portal story based on Vincent Van Gogh. 

Poetry 

Read ‘I Told a Lie Today’ by Robin Mellor, a poem that 

expresses feelings and emotions. Write a poem in the 

style of Mellor. 

Non Fiction 

Write a biography on a chosen impressionist artist e.g. 

Monet, Cezanne, Renoir etc. 

As Mathematicians we will study… 
 Times tables – inverses operations 

 Place value 

 Percentages of amounts 

 Four rules with fractions 

 Four quadrant coordinates 

 Money equations 

 Timetables 

 Converting between 12 and 24 hour time 

 Area / Perimeter / Volume 

 Imperial and metric conversions 

 Word and multi –step problems 

 Algebra 

As Historians we will study… 

 
 Look at the timeline of art from 

Realism to Surrealism 

 Research and present information 

about the history of art. 

 Focus on 19th and 20th century art 

 Understand the historical and 

cultural development of different 

art forms  

 Choose a painting to describe 

and review. 
 
 

 

 

 

As Designers we will study… 

 
 Design and make a book using 

a range of different papers. We 

will use card and fabric to make 

the cover and join using a 

simple pamphlet stitch. 

 Create extra details including 

internal or external pockets, 

string or ribbon fastenings and 

interesting lettering on the front 

cover 

 Evaluate the project. 

 

 

As Artists we will study… 
 Look at the timeline of art from Realism 

to Surrealism 

 Appraise the work of Monet, Kandinsky, 

Edvard Munch, Joan Miro, Damien Hurst 

etc. 

 Create Spin Paintings in the style of 

Damien Hurst 

 Create Surrealist Sculptures 

 Explore colour wheels 

As Musicians we will study… 
Musical Compositions 

Compose musical compositions to 

complement our work on the Expressionist 

period. 

Work collaboratively to practice performing 

compositions. 

Write a musical score. 

Perform compositions and evaluate the 

performance. 

Appreciation 

Look at the work of Arnold Schoenberg. 

Create fact files and art responses to 

different pieces of music. 

 

 

 

In SMSC we will study… 
Spiritual 

Visit St Mary’s Church to ‘Walk 

with the Easter People’. 

Participate in a variety of 

communities and social settings 

and have an understanding of 

others in the world around them. 

Moral 

To develop an acceptance of 

differences between people 

Social and Emotional 

Fire safety 

IMPS [Year Six] 

Visit from the Blue Cross 

 

 

As Scientists we will study… 

Light 

 How do we see 

 Light sources 

 Travelling light 

 Light boxes 

 Investigations with colour 

 Shadows 

 

 
 

As Geographers we will 

study… 
Mapwork 

Locate famous art galleries and mark 

on a world map 

People and Settlements 

We are going to take a virtual walk 

around Paris – home to some of the 

largest collections of Impressionist art 

in the world! We will use maps and 

street plans to explore the bustling 

modern city and the local significant 

landmarks. 

Plan a day trip around the city, 

suggesting a route on foot or using the 
Metro. 
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 In Let’s Go Wild we will………. 

Art in Nature 

Shadow Science 

‘Is Green Really Green?’  Science 

Week chromatography experiment. 
 


